and where the dot denotes multiplication in the ring F(S). Proposition 1.2. The map u* defined above induces a graded ring structure on H'(G, F) with multiplication denoted by u and this graded ring is commutative if F is commutative. Commutative means that if fe Hn(G, F), f e Hm(G, F), then fuf' = (-l)mnf ufin Hm + n(G,F).
Proof. We can use the usual homotopies on Cn(G, F)(S) = Horn (G*n(S), F(S)). Thus to show commutativity we have ts:
so that (fv*r-f v* f)(gx,..., gn+m) = Kts(f ®f'))(gi, ■ ■ -, gn + m)-The other axioms for a ring can be similarly demonstrated. Proof. This should be clear.
Proposition and Definition 1.4. Let G be an abelian group in (ê, let F be an abelian group in <$ and let G act trivially on F.
Let C£ym(G, F) = {fe Horn (Gx2, F) such that for all S in if and all gx, g2 in F(S);fs(gx, ga)=fs(g* Si)}-Let Z%m(G, F) = {fe C2ym(G, F) \ 8f=0}. Then 8CX(G, F) £ Ziym(G, F) and so we can define Hiym(G, F)=Zfym(G, F)/8CX(G, F).
Proof. For feCx(G, F), (¥)s(gl,g¡d = fs(g2)-fs(glg2)+fs(gl) = (*f)s(g2,gl) since G is abelian.
2. Cohomology of finite group schemes and the relation with the cohomology of cocommutative Hopf algebras.
Notation. Let k be a fixed commutative ring with unit element 1. Let <€ be the category of finite affine schemes over k so Xe <€ if A'=spec E where E is a finite /c-algebra. 0: <€ -> Rings is the functor 0(Spec E) = E. Definition 2.1. A finite group scheme is an element G of ^ such that the associated functor G, G(S) = Horn (5, G) for all 5e^, is a group in '#. We also require that if G = Spec E, then E must be free as a /V-module. By definition 8f=f o 8 for/e C"L4, yt), so
This implies
l£®e* C/i®---®/»). Proof. This is a simple computation using explicit formulas in [l, Chapter XI]. We will do a similar computation in the next proposition. The map A is defined inductively on ßn by A = (i ® 1 +oe ® I) o A ° 8 where s is a homotopy for ß.(A, k),
Corollary.
Let ßn(A, k) = HomA(ßn(A, k), k). Define the boundary map 8 by 8f=f°8. There is a product map U' on ß'(A, k) induced by A. Then /u'/' = (/ ® /') o A for feß"i(A, k), f e ßn*(A, k). Thus f u' /' is in ßni + n2(A, k) and
Proof. This is clear and the proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete since this product is the same as the product structure on the subcomplex of C'(G, 6) corresponding to the Bar resolution, ß'(A, k) = Womk (ß.(A, k), k).
We now consider A of the following form:
Let A: A ->-A ® A be the commutative comultiplication. Let e: A -*■ k be the counit, (e(x) = 0). Let a : k -> A be the homomorphism making A a ^-algebra, (ct(1) = 1). Let A(7) be the exterior algebra in one generator T of degree l. Let T(5) be the divided powers on one generator 5 of degree 2 so Take the tensor product of the appropriate complexes. By the Kiinneth theorem we get H'(A, k) as the cohomology of this complex. Recall that the i/'s correspond to elements of H2sm(A, k).
3. Formal Lie groups. Let <€ be the category of formal affine local schemes over k, a field. Thus, an object of ^ will be Spec formal A -Spf A where A is a local ring with maximal ideal m and A is complete with respect to the w-adic topology. The category of finite abelian group schemes over a field is abelian [5] or [2, Via]. Thus we are within our rights to consider kernels and exact sequences in this category.
Definition 3.4 (Täte [6] ). Let A be a positive integer. A sequence (Gr, ir) of commutative group schemes over k and homomorphisms ir: Gr-> Gr + 1, such that if Gr=Spec Ar, Ar is of rank/?rh over k and such that G(p) is also a group scheme with multiplication induced from G and A is a group homomorphism so that kernel A is well defined and is a group scheme. We let G<p,) = (Gpr"1)(p>. If k is perfect, then A^A(P> as an algebra. There is also a map V: G(p) ->■ G defined for finite group schemes by taking the A map G' -* G'<p) and dualizing (G' = Carrier dual of G). It is well known that FV= VF=p (see [4] or [2] ). Proof.
is exact in each row and column.
On rings,
defines a map 8: inj limF B'r^~,) -> inj limp A'r which is clearly injective. From now on we drop the superscript pu on the ^'s and TJ's.
Since G'r is local for all r, FsA'r in A'r+S is the ideal (x\s,..., xg') in
Since (G'r, i'r) is /»-divisible, dimk(A'r+s/VrB'r+s)<c(r) for some constant c(r) independent of s.
Thus for s large enough FsA'rç VrBr + s in A'r+S which implies VsFsA'rS VsVBr+s so psA'r^ Vr+sB'r+s in A'r+S for s large enough. So 8 is surjective and hence is an isomorphism.
Corollary. If G is a commutative divisible formal Lie group over a perfect field k with local dual (meaning G'r is local) then the hyperalgebra of G is isomorphic to k[Qp/Z®d'] as an algebra, for some integer d'. To finish the proof we dualize, remembering that Vjr) is dual to Tf°, U}n is dual to sp. 
